**Trabalhos Científicos**

**08:00 as 09:15 - Auditório 5 - 5º andar**

**Trabalhos Científicos:** Apresentação Oral - ORL

**Avaliadores:** Marcos Alexandre da Franca Pereira e Sergio Ramos

- **08h00 - 08h10** - HLA-C*17, DQB1*03:01, DQA1*01:03 and DQA1*05:05 alleles associated to bullous pemphigoid in Brazilian population. - Azis Arruda Chagury
- **08h15 - 08h25** - Importance of electroneuromonitoring of the recurrent laryngeal nerve in head and neck surgeries - Antonio Jose Assis Xavier de Souza Pinto
- **08h30 - 08h40** - Dental pulp stem cells versus bone marrow stem cells in facial nerve regeneration - Larissa Vilela Pereira
- **08h45 - 08h55** - Olfactory Changes during Pregnancy and Their Relationship with Rhinitis - Douglas Manuel Carrapeiro Prina
- **09h00 - 09h10** - Listening closely: The role of otolaryngology in primary health care - Rachel Bichara Izai

**09:20 as 10:35 - Auditório 5 - 5º andar**

**Trabalhos Científicos:** Apresentação Oral - ORL

**Avaliadores:** Adriana Hachiya e Marcus Miranda Lessa

- **09h20 - 09h30** - Congenital torticollis and the usual correction technique - Antonio Jose Assis Xavier de Souza Pinto
- **09h35 - 09h45** - Allergy to the pollen of graminees: study of the correlation between the prevalence of four species performed in the prick test - Guilherme Rocha Netto
- **09h50 - 10h00** - Study of the anthropometric measures of the previous etmoidal artery by three-dimensional tomography in 300 patients in the hospital ipo - Carlos Alberto Kuntz Nazário
- **10h05 - 10h15** - Study of the electrophysiological findings in vemp in patients with vestibular paroxismia - Julian Pablo Stavarengo
- **10h20 - 10h30** - Duplication by fibro-bone bridge of bilateral tranversal forame and its aspects on manifestation in basilar syndrome - Eduardo Poletti Camara

**11:00 as 12:15 - Auditório 5 - 5º andar**

**Trabalhos Científicos:** Apresentação Oral - ORL

**Avaliadores:** Marcelo Miguel Hueb e Geraldo Pereira Jotz

- **11h00 - 11h10** - Cochlear neuropathy in human presbycusis: Confocal analysis of hidden hearing loss in post-mortem tissue - Lucas Moura Viana
- **11h30 - 11h40** - Expression of leukotriene receptors 1 and 2 in the cellular surface of B and T lymphocytes of hyperplasic adenoids of children: comparison between allergic and non-allergic - Bruno Peres Paulucci

**13h45 - 15h55 - Auditório 5 - 5º andar**

**Trabalhos Científicos:** Apresentação Oral - ORL

**Avaliadores:** Renata Pilan e Jeferson Sampaio D’Avila

- **13h45 - 13h55** - Autonomic Nervous System responses to autonomic challenges in Upper Airway Resistance Syndrome patients differ from Obstructive Sleep Apnea - Luciana Balester Mello de Godoy
- **14h00 - 14h10** - Expression of CysLTR1 and 2 in maturating lymphocytes of hyperplasic tonsils compared to peripheral cells in children. - Bruno Peres Paulucci
- **14h15 - 14h25** - Cephalometric Measurements and Pharyngeal Dimentions In Snoring Children With Adenotonsillar Hypertrophy: Effect Of An Orthodontic And Orthopedic Oral Appliance - Walter Ribeiro Nunes Junior
- **14h30 - 14h40** - Impact of communication technologies on sleep - Camila de Castro Corrêa

**15:05 as 16:20 - Auditório 5 - 5º andar**

**Trabalhos Científicos:** Apresentação Oral - ORL

**Avaliadores:** Renata Pilan e Jeferson Sampaio D’Avila

- **15h05 - 15h15** - Evolution of vocal nodules in boys after puberty and participation of microweb in unfavorable course - Regina Helena Garcia Martins
- **15h20 - 15h30** - Electronic Protocol for multicenter study in laryngology - Lorena Cristina Peres Rodrigues Gomes
- **15h35 - 15h45** - An open pilot study to evaluate efficacy and safety of olanzapine to treat tinnitus - Ricardo Rodrigues Figueiredo
- **15h50 - 16h00** - Paparella e-Learning: A New Tool for Otologenic Surgery Education - Luiz Carlos Alves de Sousa
16:45 as 18:00 - Auditório 5 - 5º andar

**Trabalhos Científicos:**
Apresentação Oral - ORL

**Avaliadores:** Shiro Tomita e Fábio de Rezende Pinna

- 16h45 - 16h55 - Malignant neoplasms of the external ear and temporal bone: series of cases in a tertiary service - Tamires Ferreira Siqueira
- 17h00 - 17h10 - Dysphonia in the elderly: Beyond presbyphonia - Andréa Cristina Joia Gramuglia
- 17h15 - 17h25 - Laryngeal microsurgery in children: when and why. - Regina Helena Garcia Martins
- 17h30 - 17h40 - Gustatory dysfunction after head and neck radiotherapy treatment - Marco Aurélio Fornazieri

---

**01/09**

**08h00 - 09h15** - Auditório 5 - 5º andar

**Trabalhos Científicos:**
Apresentação Oral - Fono

**Avaliadores:** Maria Valéria Schmidt Goffi Gomez e Kátia de Almeida

- 08h00 - 08h10 - Voice quality and auditory processing in individuals with and without musical practice - Karla Barbosa Guarda Paoliello
- 08h10 - 08h20 - Effectiveness of Online Videos about Vocal Health for Professional Voice Users - Camila Oliveira e Souza
- 08h20 - 08h30 - Evaluation of the risk of dysphagia in individuals with systemic sclerosis - Brenda Carla Lima Araujo
- 08h30 - 08h40 - 3D High-Speed Kymography in healthy individuals - Monike Tsutsumi
- 08h40 - 08h50 - Auditory monitoring in children with risk indicator for hearing loss - Giovana Quintana Pires Felden
- 08h50 - 09h00 - Applications as a therapeutic resource in the development of auditory abilities - Natália Romano
- 09h00 - 09h10 - Performance of acoustic analysis measurements in the evaluation of patients with different laryngeal diagnoses - Leonardo Wanderley Lopes

---

09:20 as 10:35 - Auditório 5 - 5º andar

**Trabalhos Científicos:**
Apresentação Oral - Fono

**Avaliadores:** Teresa Maria Momensohn dos Santos e Fatima Cristina Alves Brancobarreiro

- 09h20 - 09h30 - Recurrence quantification measurements: new possibility of analysis of dysphonic and non-dysphonic voices - Leonardo Wanderley Lopes
- 09h30 - 09h40 - The speech ability in the telephone in children who have the cochlear implant in the sensitive period of auditory neuronal plasticity - Joice de Moura Silva
- 09h40 - 09h50 - New lists of monosyllables and disyllables in the evaluation of speech recognition in adults and the elderly - Lidiéli Dalla Costa
- 09h50 - 10h00 - The influence of emotional and balance aspects in the elderly with hearing loss - Amanda Monteiro Magrini
- 10h00 - 10h10 - Cortical Auditory Evoked Potentials with Simple (Tone Burst) and Complex (Speech) Stimuli in Children with Cochlear Implant - Kelly Vasconcelos Chaves Martins
- 10h10 - 10h20 - Contribution of Myofunctional Therapy in Adult Patient Treatment with Obstructive Sleep Apnea: A Systematic Review - Alessandra Bastos de Sousa
- 10h20 - 10h30 - Hearing profile and lifestyle in entering military police career officers - Claudia Giglio de Oliveira Gonçalves

---

11:00 as 12:15 - Auditório 5 - 5º andar

**Trabalhos Científicos:**
Apresentação Oral - Fono

**Avaliadores:** Ana Tereza de Matos Magalhães e Scheila Farias da Paiva

- 11h00 - 11h10 - Validation of a Set of Recurrence Quantification Measurements in Discrimination of Normal and Deviated Synthesized Voices - Leonardo Wanderley Lopes
- 11h10 - 11h20 - Quality of life in patients with dizziness after stroke - Valdete Alves Valentins dos Santos Filha
- 11h20 - 11h30 - Nasalance Scores for Brazilian Portuguese Consonants - Caroline Rodrigues Portalete
- 11h30 - 11h40 - Clinical features of tinnitus in subjects with and without associated hearing loss - Maria Isabel Ramos do Amaral
- 11h40 - 11h50 - Dysphonia and Speech Language Therapy: Knowledge of Hospital Multidisciplinary Team - Juliana Conceição Nogueira
- 11h50 - 12h00 - Neonatal Hearing Screening Results and Delivery Means in the Public Maternal and Child Hospital in the South of Brazil - Luíza Silva Vernier
- 12h00 - 12h10 - Management of Allergic Patient: oromofunctional approach - Taisa Gianneccini Gonçalves de Souza
13:45 as 15:00 - Auditório 5 - 5º andar

Trabalhos Científicos:
Apresentação Oral - Fono

Avaliadores: Eliane Schochat e Lilian Muniz

- 13h45 - 13h55 - Exposure to noise: hearing and health profiles for miners - Claudia Giglio de Oliveira Gonçalves
- 13h55 - 14h05 - Biofeedback therapy in oropharyngeal dysphagia - Daniele Fontes Ferreira Bernardes
- 14h05 - 14h15 - Benefits of LaxVox in different areas of the speech and language clinic - Taisa Giannecchini Gonçalves de Souza
- 14h15 - 14h25 - The perception of work teams and the sound intensity in the emergency rooms - Adriana Bender Moreira de Lacerda
- 14h25 - 14h35 - Fiberoptic endoscopic evaluation of swallowing in resistant hypertensive patients with obstructive sleep apnea - Mariana Pinheiro Brendim
- 14h35 - 14h45 - Association between conductive hearing loss and communication of children with cleft lip and palate - Pâmela Pacheco Aguiar
- 14h45 - 14h55 - The Presence of Semivocalization of /r/ in Coda by Children in Atypical Language Development - Renata Pereira Prates

15:05 as 16:20 - Auditório 5 - 5º andar

Trabalhos Científicos:
Apresentação Oral - Fono

Avaliadores: Adriana Neves de Andrade e Andrea Cintra Lopes

- 15h05 - 15h15 - Description of the Recommendation of, and Adaptation Process for Individuals Wearing Hearing Aids in a Public Service - Claudia Giglio de Oliveira Gonçalves
- 15h15 - 15h25 - Benefits and satisfaction from the use of hearing aids: correlation with the educational level - Camila Zander Neves
- 15h25 - 15h35 - Perception of the elderly pertaining to the restriction of participation - Adriana Bender Moreira de Lacerda
- 15h35 - 15h45 - Relation between the presence of phonological deviations and the absence of contralateral acoustic reflex - Bruna Saurin
- 15h45 - 15h55 - Tinnitus handicap inventory: analysis in individuals with chronic tinnitus - Amanda Somensi Bonatto
- 15h55 - 16h05 - Fear of falling among older people practicing physical exercise - age analysis - Amanda Manera Freiry
- 16h05 - 16h15 - Benefits of implantable auditory prostheses in subjects with unilateral hearing loss: systematic review - Gleide Viviani Maciel Almeida

16:45 as 18:00 - Auditório 5 - 5º andar

Trabalhos Científicos:
Apresentação Oral - Fono

Avaliadores: Katia Nemr e Cilmara Cristina Alves da Costa Levy

- 16h45 - 16h55 - Masking level difference and auditory brainstem response in normal hearing adults - Daniela Gil
- 16h55 - 17h05 - The Use of Nasometry in Speech and Language Assessment: A Systematic Review - Caroline Rodrigues Portalete
- 17h05 - 17h15 - Swallowing and speaking valve use indication in tracheostomized patients in intensive care unit - Rosângela Aparecida Luz Barros
- 17h15 - 17h25 - Monitoring Hearing In Adults Undergoing Chemotherapy with Cisplatin - Tatiane de Almeida Valverde
- 17h25 - 17h35 - Immunostaining of stem cell pluripotent factors in the human submandibular fetal gland development. - Tamires Albuquerque Gomes
- 17h35 - 17h45 - Study of temporal processing and figure-ground ability in children with dysphonia - Angélica Tiegs
- 17h45 - 17h55 - Evaluation of binaural integration in the elderly: an electrophysiological measure - Anna Caroline Silva de Oliveira